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Contemporary British Newspapers and Journals
NOTE: When a paper had a recognized organizational affiliation, this is indicated in parentheses. Other papers were independent publications.

The Call (later The Communist, then the Workers’ Weekly) (CPGB)
The Clarion
The Communist (formerly The Call, later the Workers’ Weekly) (CPGB)
Daily Herald (during the war, The Herald)
The Guildsman (later The Guild Socialist) (NGL)
The Guild Socialist (formerly The Guildsman) (NGL)
The Herald (a weekly, the wartime Daily Herald)
Justice (SDF/NSP)
Labour Leader (later the New Leader) (ILP)
The New Age
New Leader (formerly Labour Leader) (ILP)
New Statesman
Plebs (Plebs League)
The Socialist (SLP)
Solidarity (shop stewards’ movement)
Woman’s Dreadnought (later the Workers’ Dreadnought) (WSF)
The Worker (shop stewards’ movement)
Workers’ Dreadnought (formerly the Woman’s Dreadnought) (WSF, CP [BSTI], CWP)
Workers’ Weekly (formerly The Communist and, before that, The Call) (CPGB)

Other Contemporary Writings
NOTE: I have regarded anything published before World War II as contemporary.

Hyndman, R.C. The Last Years of H.M. Hyndman. London: Grant Richards, 1923.
Moscow’s Reply to the I.L.P. Glasgow: The Left Wing Group of the I.L.P., n.d. [1920].
Autobiographies and Memoirs
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